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Abstract: Phishing attack is a simplest way to obtain sensitive information from innocent users. Aim of the phishers is to 

acquire critical information like username, password and bank account details. Cyber security persons are now looking for 

trustworthy and steady detection techniques for phishing websites detection. This paper deals with machine learning 

technology for detection of phishing URLs by extracting and analyzing various features of legitimate and phishing URLs. 

Decision Tree, random forest and Support vector machine algorithms are used to detect phishing websites. Aim of the paper 

is to detect phishing URLs as well as narrow down to best machine learning algorithm by comparing accuracy rate, false 

positive and false negative rate of each algorithm. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays Phishing becomes a main area of concern for security researchers because it is not difficult to create the fake website 

which looks so close to legitimate website. Experts can identify fake websites but not all the users can identify the fake website and 

such users become the victim of phishing attack. Main aim of the attacker is to steal banks account credentials. In United States 

businesses, there is a loss of US$2billion per year because their clients become victim to phishing [1]. In 3rd Microsoft Computing 

Safer Index Report released in February 2014, it was estimated that the annual worldwide impact of phishing could be as high as 

$5 billion [2]. Phishing attacks are becoming successful because lack of user awareness. Since phishing attack exploits the 

weaknesses found in users, it is very difficult to mitigate them but it is very important to enhance phishing detection techniques. 

The general method to detect phishing websites by updating blacklisted URLs, Internet Protocol (IP) to the antivirus database which 

is also known as “blacklist" method. To evade blacklists attackers uses creative techniques to fool users by modifying the URL to 

appear legitimate via obfuscation and many other simple techniques including: fast-flux, in which proxies are automatically 

generated to host the web-page; algorithmic generation of new URLs; etc. Major drawback of this method is that, it cannot detect 

zero-hour phishing attack.  

Heuristic based detection which includes characteristics that are found to exist in phishing attacks in reality and can detect zero-

hour phishing attack, but the characteristics are not guaranteed to always exist in such attacks and false positive rate in detection is 

very high [3].  

                To overcome the drawbacks of blacklist and heuristics based method, many security researchers now focused on machine 

learning techniques. Machine learning technology consists of a many algorithms which requires past data to make a decision or 

prediction on future data. Using this technique, algorithm will analyze various blacklisted and legitimate URLs and their features 

to accurately detect the phishing websites including zero- hour phishing websites. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Nowadays Phishing becomes a main area of concern for security researchers because it is not difficult to create the fake website 

which looks so close to legitimate website. Experts can identify fake websites but not all the users can identify the fake website and 

such users become the victim of phishing attack. Main aim of the attacker is to steal banks account credentials. In United States 

businesses, there is a loss of US$2billion per year because their clients become victim to phishing [1]. In 3rd Microsoft Computing 

Safer Index Report released in February 2014, it was estimated that the annual worldwide impact of phishing could be as high as 

$5 billion [2]. Phishing attacks are becoming successful because lack of user awareness. Since phishing attack exploits the 

weaknesses found in users, it is very difficult to mitigate them but it is very important to enhance phishing detection techniques. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM & RESULTS 

Proposed System: 

1) The Proposed system designs the following concepts which Presence of IP address in URL: If IP address present in URL then 

the feature is set to 1 else set to 0. Most of the benign sites do not use IP address as an URL to download a webpage. Use of IP 

address in URL indicates that attacker is trying to steal sensitive information. 

2) Presence of @ symbol in URL: If @ symbol present in URL then the feature is set to 1 else set to 0. Phishers add special symbol 

@ in the URL leads the browser to ignore everything preceding the “@” symbol and the real address often follows the “@” symbol 

[4]. 

3) Number of dots in Hostname: Phishing URLs have many dots in URL. For example 

http://shop.fun.amazon.phishing.com, in this URL phishing.com is an actual domain name, whereas use of “amazon” word is to 

trick users to click on it. Average number of dots in benign URLs is 3. If the number of dots in URLs is more than 3 then the feature 

is set to 1 else to 0. 
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4) Prefix or Suffix separated by (-) to domain: If domain name separated by dash (-) symbol then feature is set to 1 else to 0. The 

dash symbol is rarely used in legitimate URLs. Phishers add dash symbol (-) to the domain name so that users feel that they are 

dealing with a legitimate webpage. For example Actual site is http://www.onlineamazon.com but phisher can create another fake 

website like http://www.online-amazon.com to confuse the innocent users. 

5) URL redirection: If “//” present in URL path then feature is set to 1 else to 0. The existence of “//” within the URL path means 

that the user will be redirected to another website [4]. 

6) HTTPS token in URL: If HTTPS token present in URL then the feature is set to 1 else to 0. Phishers may add the “HTTPS” 

token to the domain part of a URL in order to trick users. For example, http://https-wwwpaypal-it-mpp-home.soft-hair.com [4]. 

7) Information submission to Email: Phisher might use “mail()” or “mailto:” functions to redirect the user’s information to his 

personal email[4]. If such functions are present in the URL then feature is set to 1 else to 0. 

8) URL Shortening Services “TinyURL”: TinyURL service allows phisher to hide long phishing URL by making it short. The goal 

is to redirect user to phishing websites. If the URL is crafted using shortening services (like bit.ly) then feature is set to 1 else 0 

9) Length of Host name: Average length of the benign URLs is found to be a 25, If URL’s length is greater than 25 then the feature 

is set to 1 else to 0. 

10) Presence of sensitive words in URL: Phishing sites use sensitive words in its URL so that users feel that they are dealing with 

a legitimate webpage. Below are the words that found in many phishing URLs :- 'confirm', 'account', 'banking', 'secure', 'ebyisapi', 

'webscr', 'signin', 'mail', 'install', 'toolbar', 'backup', 'paypal', 'password', 'username', etc; 

 

Advantages of Proposed System 

1) Proposes a Decision Tree Algorithm which implements for Presence of sensitive words in URL. 

2) The proposed system incorporates which Phishes can make a use of Unicode characters in URL to trick users to click on it. 

 

Algorithm for detecting piracy video or original video 

datasets  

: it automatically detects  the website or  URL’s whether it is phishing or Anti Phishing  

Step 1: start 

Step 2: upload the website URL’s into the following search engine to check whether the Url is Phishing Or  Anti Phishing 

Step 3: now after uploading website URL’s It analyzes the with different types of classifiers and algorithms to check the whether 

the website is fake or not.  

Step 4: After the analysis is done on the URL’s or websites it gives the information about the evaluation it tells the percentage of 

the website whether it is genuine or fake  

Step 5: next Identifies Accelerated-DECISION tree algorithm to identify   accuracy of the algorithm and to evaluate the results 

perfectly 

Step 6: Apply trained features and test features of datasets to classification 

Step 7: Verify Threshold value crosses 0.7 or less 

Step 8: If threshold value is less than 0.7 the frame in test website is original  

Step 9: If threshold is greater than 0.7 then it is fake. 

Step 10: And result is generated 

  Step 11: Stop 

Here in this proposed system firstly we will take the two folders like video files folder and the frames folder under that we will be 

having the source and check folders and one extra folder under the frames that is the analysis folder. Now we then upload the same 

videos into the check and source folders in the video files folder then next the frames are spitted and generates the frames under the 

source and check folders in the frames folder. In the next step the when analysis is done if it is a pirated video then no image will 

be generated under the analysis folder. If it is the original video, then the copy of the two frames under the source and the check 

will be formed the single frame and obtains the common points also highlighted in the frame and then generates the prediction value 

and if the prediction value is less than the 0.7 then it is original video or else it is greater than 0.7 it will be the pirated video. 

                

Experimental Results: 

The proposed model, we implemented in Python PYCHARM. The proposed model is considering Accelerated-  decision tree 

algorithm on the original website whether is it phishing or anti phishing website or not. The proposed model takes input website or 

Url from the user and divides the Website or Url in to number of frames. Each frame will be verified, if it generates the threshold 

greater than 0.7, the video taken as input is a fake or phishing Website. Test results for Original Website and Fake website are 

shown in Figure 1 and Figure2. 
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Figure 1: Test Result for the Phishing websites 
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Figure 2: Test result for the Phishing Website 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper aims to enhance detection method to detect phishing websites using machine learning technology. We achieved 97.14% 

detection accuracy using random forest algorithm with lowest false positive rate. Also result shows that classifiers give better 

performance when we used more data as training data. In future hybrid technology will be implemented to detect phishing websites 

more accurately, for which random forest algorithm of machine learning technology and blacklist method will be used. 
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